Filmskript: Wizadora – Episode 3: Happy Birthday

00:00

Wizadora: Good morning. Good morning, Hangle.
Hangle: Oh, um, um ... good morning, Wizadora. Go away, please. I'm busy today. Please close the door.
Top: He's busy today.
Wizadora: Good morning, Very Old Fish?
Very Old Fish: Oh, hello, Wizadora. I'm busy today.
Middle: He's busy today.
Sticky: And we're busy today.
Bottom: We aren't busy.
Sticky: You aren't busy today. We're busy!
Wizadora: Good morning, Phoebe. You aren't busy today.
Phoebe: Oh, hi Wizadora.
Wizadora: Phoebe, what day is it?
Phoebe: I don't know. Is it Tuesday?
Wizadora: No, it isn't! It's Thursday. Look! Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday! It's Thursday, today.
Phoebe: Oh, yes. You're right. It's Thursday.
Top: What's the matter, Wizadora?
Wizadora: It's my birthday today.
Middle: Your birthday?
Wizadora: Yes!
Bottom: Is it your birthday today, Wizadora?
Wizadora: Yes, it is!
Top: It's my birthday today.
Middle: Oh, Happy Birthday. It's his birthday.
Sticky: No, it's my birthday.
Bottom: Happy Birthday to you. Happy Birthday to you.
Sticky: It isn't your birthday, Wizadora. You haven't got a cake.
Middle: You haven't got a cake.
Bottom: Have we got a cake?
Middle, Bottom: No, we haven't!
Drawer People: Na Nananana ...
Wizadora: Oh, be quiet!
02:44

Wizadora: A cake ... hmmm. Yes ... a cake! Right. Eggs, a bag of sugar, a bottle of milk, a packet of butter.

Hangle: Psst! Phoebe!

Phoebe: Yes?

Hangle: Have you got the balloons?

Phoebe: Yes, I have.

Hangle: Where are they?

Phoebe: They're under the table.

Hangle: What colour are they?

Phoebe: They're pink and yellow and white.

Top: How many balloons have you got, Phoebe?

Phoebe: I've got eight balloons.

Top: No, you haven't. You've got seven now.

Hangle: Stop it!

Phoebe: Hello ... No, it isn't Wizadora. This is Phoebe Telephone ... Yes. Wizadora ... it's your mother.


Hangle: Psst. Phoebe.

Phoebe: Yes?

Hangle: Have you got the sandwiches?

Phoebe: Yes, I have. They're in the cupboard.

Hangle: How many have you got?

Phoebe: I've got ten sandwiches.


Middle: Eight.

Sticky: Seven.

Bottom: Six.

Top: Five.

Phoebe: Stop it! Stop it! They're for Wizadora. It's her birthday. Thank you!

Tatty Bogle: Phoebe!

Drawer People: Sshhh!

Tatty Bogle: Phoebe, is it her birthday today?

Phoebe: Yes it is!

Tatty Bogle: Ooh!

Phoebe: Hello, yes. Wizadora! It's your Uncle.

Wizadora: Uncle Robert?

Phoebe: No, your Uncle George.
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05:59
Wizador: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten ... Ten? Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday, Wizadora ... Drawer People: Happy birthday to you.
Phoebe: Happy birthday, Wizadora.
Wizador: Thank you! Thank you!
Tatty Bogle: Happy birthday, Wizadora.
Very Old Fish: Happy birthday, Wizadora.
Wizador: Oh, Tatty, thank you. What's this? It's a ... it's a ... scarf.
Top: What colour is it?
Wizador: It's blue ... oh, and yellow ... and green ... and purple ... and red ... and black ... and long! It's beautiful Tatty.
Hangle: Happy birthday, Wizadora.
Wizador: What's this, Hangle? Two boxes of chocolates!
Top: We haven't got a present for you. We're sorry, Wizadora.
Hangle: They haven't got a present for you.
Phoebe: I've got some sandwiches and some biscuits and some crisps and two bottles of lemonade and some ice lollies.
Very Old Fish: Where are the ice lollies?
Phoebe: They're in the fridge.
Drawer People: Ice lollies!

08:11
Hangle: And cake!
Wizador: Well...
Very Old Fish: Try, Wizadora!
Wizador: Come on wand, try. Touch my head. Touch my toe. Little cake, please, please, grow.
Wizador: Oh dear!
Very Old Fish: Try again, Wizadora.
Wizador: Touch my head. Touch my toe. Little cake, please, please, grow!
Tatty Bogle: Well done, Wizadora.
Hangle: Oh, no!
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Wizadora: Oh dear. I'm sorry.
Top: Mmmm. We're hungry. This cake's good, Wizadora.

09:29
Wizadora's Song

My name's Wizadora. I'm Phoebe, I'm a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.
Her name's Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
We are her friends. This is our home. I can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well. She can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well.
Her name's Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone.
These are my friends. This is my home.

10:16
Language Review (The words underlined appear in writing on the video.)

Sticky: Sunday.
Top: Monday.
Middle: Tuesday.
Sticky: Wednesday.
Bottom: Thursday.
Top: Friday.
Middle: Saturday.
Bottom: What day is it?
Drawer People: It's my birthday!
Bottom: What day is it?
Drawer People: It's my birthday!
Top: Happy birthday to you!
Middle: Happy birthday to you!
Sticky: Happy birthday to you!
Bottom: Happy birthday to you!
Drawer People: We've got some balloons. How many balloons have we got?
Top: I've got three balloons.
Middle: You've got three balloons. I've got four balloons. You've got three balloons. I've got four balloons.
Sticky: You've got four balloons. I've got two balloons.
Bottom: They've got nine balloons. I've got one balloon. They've got nine balloons. I've got one balloon.

Drawer People: How many balloons have we got? We've got ten balloons. How many balloons have we got? We've got ten balloons.